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There is only one Restaurant 

There is only one Mr Kai 

There is no Equal 

Mr Kai Peking Cuisine 

11 Central Hill, Crystal Palace, London SE19 

Tel: (081) 766 7660 
Fax: (081) 670 6384 

Business Hours: Lunch 12.00-4.00 Sunday only 
Dinner 6.00-11.30 Monday to Sunday (7 days) 

Fully Licensed and Air Conditioned 

Central Hill Weslow Hill 

-l< 
Mr.Kai 
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I HAVE edited this magazine for two years. We now 
carry sufficient advertising to enable us to produce a 
quality product for potential advertisers. We know that 
you read us -just look the letters page at the back of this 
magazine. Unfortunately the shops in the Village are 
not so well supported. Look at how fast they are closing. 

I would like to suggest three things which might keep the local 
traders going for a while longer. One - a reasonable rent demanded by, 
and paid to, the Estate. Two - for every fifty pounds spent outside the 
Village five pounds should be spent in a local shop. Three - the local 
shops should be open all day, six days a week, instead of the erratic 
opening hours that some of them practise at the moment. 

Please, please patronise our advertisers - and tell them where you 
heard of them. 

This is a bumper issue, and a warm welcome to our youngest - I think -
contributor, so far. Gail Gosschalk reviews the latest production by 
the Dulwich Players. 

In the last edition of the magazine, we omitted to credit Jane Furnival 
with the articles on antiques, Water Water and 'Five-Year Dulwich 
Drama Ends Happliy' and 'Going Going ... Gone'. 
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THE TASTE OF FRANCE 
ON YOUR DOORSTEP 

LUNCH - 12 noon to 2.00 pm 
DINNER - 7.00pm to 10.30pm 
Sunday Lunch 12 noon to 2.30pm. Children welcome 

LynCorbyn 

Closed Saturday lunchtime, Sunday evening & all day Monday 

PRIVATE FUNCTIONS CATERED FOR 

272 ROSENDALE ROAD, LONDON SE24 - TEL: 081-674 6060 

Good News For Leaseholders - Recent headlines in the ~·""
press, such as 'FLAT OWNERS' LEASE OF LIFE' ~~7 ) 

(Evening Standard), 'Flat owners may get a lease of life' . 
(Daily 'l'elegraph) and 'Leaseholders to be promised the 
right to extend tenure' (Times), refer to a leasehold 
extension plan to be announced in February by the ·--- -
Environment Secretary. Home owners with leases of 50 years or less 
will be given, we are told, an automatic right to buy new, 99-year 
leases. The plan has been drawn up by the Housing Minister to help 
those who are ineligible to buy their freeholds because they live in 
blocks where commercial and residential property is mixed. 
Extending the lease would be seen as a relatively inexpensive way of 
increasing security, especially for elderly leaseholders who might be 
unable to afford the purchase of their freehold (under the new scheme 
for land and property ownership called Commonhold) or might not 
qualify under the rules, which are likely to be complex. 

See Letters for more info on commonhold - Ed. 

Local History In Lambeth - Vauxhall St Peter's Heritage Centre and 
Lambeth Local History Forum will be holding a South London Local 
History Book Fair at the Heritage Centre on May 23. The main 
purpose of the Fair is firstly, to coincide with the Civic Trust's 
Environment Week; secondly, to create a Fair where people interested 
in the history of London south of the river can meet under one roof. 

The Heritage Centre is a couple of minutes walk from Vauxhall tube 
station. It is based in a restored JL Pearson church, and the entrance is 
in Tyers Street just off Kennington Road. 

Any members, particularly those living within Lambeth who would 
like more information, can ring Zoe Brooks, the Manager of the 
Centre, tel: 071-793 0263. 

Live Better, Spend Less - People who are struggling to "make ends 
meet" will find practical advice on how to reduce expenditure in LIVE 
BE'l"l'ER, SPEND LESS. This down-to-earth booklet will be published 
iI £1,500 can be raised to cover the printing costs. 

The publisher will be the South London Mission which has vast 
experience in helping people with financial problems. The booklet 
will be widely distributed and so assist people throughout Britain. 
Donations towards the production costs are urgently needed and will 
be greatly appreciated by the South London Mission, Central Hall, 
Bermondsey Street, London SEl 3UJ. 
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OTDOGS - Sainsbury's has its sights on more than 160 
sites but refuses to reveal how many are open green 
spaces. This food giant has already destroyed a semi-
rural part of the inner city at East Dulwich, South 
London. A superstore is being built on King's College 
sports ground and Dulwich Hamlet Football Club's 
practice pitch. 

A hard-hitting account of a vigorous campaign to try to prevent 
planning permission being granted, highlights important lessons for 
other campaigners who are endeavouring to prevent food firms from 
destroying green open spaces. 

Planning permission was granted after "sweeteners" were offered to 
the local council. A booklet reveals for the first time publicly how an 
anonymous letter revealed that planning permission would be 
granted. 

Lord Sainsbury has refused the challenge, made by the author, to have 
a public debate on the motion that Sainsbury's contravened their own 
policy on the environment by building on much-valued open green 
space at Dog Kennel Hill in SE22. 

STOP FOOD GIANTS DESTROYING OPEN GREEN SPACES - A Guide 
to Local Action by John D. Beasley, ISBN O 9518703 0 0, £3.30 post free. 
Published by OTDOGS (OPPOSITION TO DESTRUCTION OF OPEN 
GREEN SPACE), 6 Everthorpe Road, London SE15 4DA. 
(Fax & Tel: 081-693 9412). 

See Letters - Ed. 

Don't forget your Dulwich Society membership - Sue says that some 
payments are well overdue. We'll print your names in the next issue! 

Advisory Committee -The next meetings of the Advisory Committee 
are scheduled for March 12, September 15 and November 24. Members 
may submit matters relevant to the Scheme of Management or 
'concerning the amenities of the Estate' to the chairman, Reg Collins. 
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DEADLINES - DEADLINES - DEADLINES 
EVERYTHING by Easter unless previously arranged with 

Lyn Corbyn, Priscilla Waugh or Barry Shaw. 

In accordance with the society's RULES, NOTICE is hereby given that the 
29th Annual General Meeting of the Dulwich Society will be held at 8pm 
on Thursday 5 March 1992 at St Barnabas Hall Dulwich Village SE21. 

AGENDA 

1. MINUTES of the 28th AGM held on 7 March 1991 
to be Approved. 

2. Chairman's Report 

3. Treasurer's Report 

4. Appointment of Hon. Auditor 

5. Secretary'sReport 

6. Report on Joint Residents' Council 

7. Reports from Sub-Committee Chairmen 

8. Election of 
Officers and Executive Cammi t tee members £or 1992/93 
President and Vice-Presidents 
Officers 
Executive Committee 

9. AnyOtherBusiness 

P.S. Owing to the late inclusion 
of important copy, it will not 
be possible to submit 
nominations by the due date. 
The fourteen-day rule will 
therefore be waived. 

(Family Business Est since 1977) 

WANTED TO BUY! 
FURNITURE 

CHINA - CLOCKS 
JEWELLERY - PAINTINGS 

SINGLE ITEMS OR COMPLETE ti: .. ·.>:. 
HOUSE CLEARANCE 'I · .. , . · 

\ '·/ r• 

TOP PRICES PAID 'I' .·. :, 

PHONE MRS GAY KINGHAM 
081-761 3349 ANYTIME 

111 ROSENDALE ROAD, 
WEST DULWICH, LONDON SE21 
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In January, those of you who do not have a standing order 
arrangement with your bank will have received an invoice for your 
1992 6subscription. 

The purpose of this invoice is to act as a reminder that your 
subscription fell due on 1st January and hopefully, to cut down on the 
administrative workload of collecting and chasing subscriptions. It 
has previously been known for me to still be "subscription hunting" 
nine months later! 

Conseql:1e1:"tly, 1ou will see on the invoice that if you do not respond by 
1st Apnl, it will be assumed that you do not wish to continue your 
membership. 

Please accept my apologies if your payment has crossed with an 
invoice in the post, and thank you for your prompt payment. 

If there is any difficulty in paying your 1992 subscription before 1st 
April, please do not hesitate to contact me on 081-693 6808, or write to 
me at 12 Allison Grove, SE21 7ER. 

Should you wish to make arrangements to ease my workload (please!) 
and pay by Bankers Order, then complete the adjacent Bankers Order 
form and send it to me. 
Thanking you in anticipation for your prompt attention to that 
invoice. 
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Susan Lee, Membership Secretary 

SHOP-S 
AND 

SHELVES 

To:* ............ . 

Address ............ . 

* Please insert the name and address of your Bank or Building Society 

Please pay 
Barclays Bank Plc., Dulwich Branch (20-27-19), 117 Dulwich 
Village, London SE21 7BL, for the credit of The Dulwich Society 
Account No.: 40339156 the sum of £5.00 immediately and on 1st 
January annually thereafter, quoting my/our name(s) given 
below until further notice from me/us, and debit my/our account 
accordingly. 

This instruction cancels any previous order in favour of The 
Dulwich Society. 

Signed_ ..... . 

Name: (BLOCK Capitals) .. 

Address 

My/our account no ... 

Dale 

Please check with your Building Society if they will accept these 
instructions before completing this form 

Please return to: 

Mrs. Susan Lee 
Honorary Membership Secretary 

12 Allison Grove, Dulwich, London SE21 7ER 
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REMUS PRINT SERVICES 
LIMITED 

Yaur local printer! 

Personal Stationery - Wedding Stationery 
All types of Business Stationery 

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS: 9.30am till 2pm 

%11-t?olou.'c Pftotocop1.·,u 

A4 - £1.12 A3 - £1.65 
Any picture - any size (well almost!) 

51 London Road, Forest Hill, SE23 3TY -Telephone: 081-699 2175 

YOU COULD ADVERTISE 
here 
for 

3MONTHS 
for only 

£48! 

GUILLAUME CESAR DE BAERDEMAECKER, affectionately and 
better known as 'Bill; died in January, after a lengthy illness, borne 
with the courage and good humour for which he will ever be 
remembered. He was 69. Bill had a Belgian father and an English 
mother and spent the first five years of his life in Belgium. When he 
and his mother came to Dulwich to live with her parents in Burbage 
Road, it was the beginning of a love affair with the Village and its 
surroundings that was to last all his life. 

From his grandfather he not only inherited stories of Dulwich, but 
also a few old photographs. Bill added to this collection and started 
taking his own pictures. He succeeded in capturing on film many of 
the buildings and open spaces which were to fall to the developers' 
hands. His collection of photographs of a London suburb is probably 
unique. It gave him and his many audiences particular pleasure, at 
what became an almost annual event, when Bill could be relied upon 
to fill the Parish Hall almost to capacity for one of his evenings of 
'Old Dulw ich.' 

He went to Kindergarten at Woodlawn, and then on to prep school 
at Brightlands. Last year Bill arranged a reunion lunch at Brightlands 
for former pupils. He then went to Dulwich College and before joining 
the army in World War II spent a year working on a Devon farm. It was 
probably here that he gained his love of the countryside and probably 
where he decided that Dulwich was the next best thing to living in it. 
During the war he served in the R.A.S.C. in the Eighth Army in North 
Africa, Italy and Austria. 'l'he army was to remain one of his great 
interests. On demobilisation, he started his long career with 
Associated Newspapers and in the early 1960's joined the fledgling 
Dulwich Society. He formed the Local History sub-committee and was 
in turn both its Chairman and Secretary. He was also a founder 
member of the Wildlife section and served for some years on the trees 
sub-commit tee. 

Ever vigilant in his efforts to preserve Dulwich's heritage, he was 
instrumental in the restoration of the I<'ountain in the Village, and 
made the upkeep of the numerous finger-posts a particular crusade. 

In addition to his illustrated talks, given all over South London, Bill 
was a regular contributor to this magazine and to the Dulwich 
Villager. In all these aspects of his life he was ably supported by his 
wife June, and we offer her and her family our deepest sympathy in 
her sad loss. It is a loss we all share and we will miss the sight of Bilfs 
cheerful and burly figure striding the roads of Dulwich on our behalf. 

Brian Green 
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When Arthur Percival, Assistant Director of the Civic Trust's 
Community Enterprise Unit in Carlton House Terrace, wrote last 
summer to executive committees of a number of conservation and 
amenity groups in the Greater London area to ask if they were 
prepared to meet visitors from Japan, no doubt they were rather 
puzzled. They were being asked to discuss and explain how and why 
they existed to young Japanese visitors who wished to establish a 
Civic Trust in Japan. 

It transpired that, in 1989, Kenichi Sakai, an overseas member of 
the Civic Trust here and a leading Tokyo journalist, had formed an 
Amenity Meeting Room (AMR) - as translated from the Japanese - to 
lay foundations for a Civic •rrust. 'l'ime passed and last summer Gyosei, 
Japan's largest publishing group, published a book entitled 'Improving 
our Surroundings with the Civic Trust'. A chapter on the work of local 
amenity groups in the UK was included. Following publication, or to 
coincide with the Japan Festival here, a decision was made for a group 
of young people, chosen for their concern about conservation and 
amenities, to spend two months studying "Urban Amenity in London." 
A member of the group was Mayuko Shiraishi, who wrote and asked 
to meet the Dulwich Society. 

Mayuko's schedule had been very tight, with visits to the Soho 
Society and several groups in the green belt, but she was finally able to 
pay us a short visit on September 12 before returning to Japan. 
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Reg Collins, Stella Benwell and I, found ourselves thoroughly 
enjoying blowing our own trumpet, and being grilled for a couple of 
hours by an attractive and very pleasant mature student of English 
from Tokyo University, who was also a member of AMR. We think we 
were able to simplify the unusual background against which this 
society operates, and we were immensely impressed both by Mayuko's 
mastery of spoken English and her ready understanding of our 
vocabulary. Like visitors from the Narah Centre (Narah was the 
ancient capital of Japan) who met members of our neighbour, the 
Camberwell Society, she was most surprised that our work was done 
with no paid help. The concept of the society working as a watchdog 
for the area thoroughly caught her fancy. 

Mayuko wrote in delight from Japan that her report, which 
included a section about us, would appear in a book entitled 'A Fresh 
Air from Europe and UK in 1991 - Autonomy, Social Care and Service: 
Making the Cities'. - In Japanese, there is little doubt this title would 
sound much more succinct. 

We had no time for photographs so, in local camaraderie, this 
photograph shows visitors to the Camberwell Society outside The 
Phoenix and Firkin at Denmark Hill station. 

EAGLE CARS (C.P.) LTD 
CRYSTAL PALACE 

Robin Taylor 

\) ~,.. . ..... .t 
''')\\ 

Eagle Cars· 122a Church Road • Upper Norwood • London SE19 2UG 

Dear Customer 

I am taking this opportunity to thank the many Dulwich residents who have supported 
my company, Eagle Cars, since it first offered a taxi service in June last year. From 
two drivers at that time we have grown to twenty-three and the fleet of cars is still 
expanding. Early teething troubles have been dealt with and I am confident that we are 
now able lo offer the combination of keen price and personal reliable service that is 
eve1yone' s ideal. 

Our current prices will he held until the 31st September. For example we will take 
you lo the City or West End for£' 9, Heathrow Airport for£' 20 or Gatwick for£' 18. 

Mle are t1ying ve1y hard to provide a service that is second to none within the area. 
Only J•ou, the customer, can tell us if we are succeeding. Thank you for your support. 

Yours sincere()' 

Telephone: 081- 653 6000 (24 hours) 



Progress in Dulwich Wood 

Since 1986 the Trees Sub-Committee has made several 
recommendations to the Estates Governors for Dulwich Wood and 
most of these, I am glad to report, have now been implemented. 

The wood is open to the public, railings have been installed in Low 
Cross Wood Lane, the paths have been hardened, a "kissing gate" to 
prevent the entry of motorbikes has been installed at the Grange 
Lane entrance and a sensible solution found for the Cox's Walk 
entrance. The old wooden gate has been replaced with a railing type 
one, which will presumably remain padlocked so that visitors use the 
LWT "kissing gate" immediately beside it. The chain link fencing 
between Dulwich Wood and Sydenham Hill Wood has been removed 
and green painted posts installed to mark the boundary - it seems 
that there are more of these than really necessary. The fence put up by 
the Golf Club has not encroached on any of the woodland. Finally, 
there is a woodsman working up there three days a week. 

These improvements all follow suggestions we have made and we 
are very pleased to see them adopted. There only remains the erection 
of new notices, which we understand are on the way. 

'lhe 11.ile Clim(: 
7 Park Crescent 
London WI 

149 Herne Hill 
Herne Hill 

London SE24 
Tel· 071-733 8881 Tel. 071-637 3377 

Highly qualified Aromatherapi.si 

BELINDA FREEMAN .,JF Ph/'' Lc.~P ,\HFA .\!BRA .\HB.\I St 

with over 14 years experience in 

NATURAL THERAPEUTICS, 

Al{OMATIIERAl'Y & REFLEXOLOGY. 

For the Natural approach to Arthritis, Backache, 

Neck & Muscular pain, Circulatory, Digestive, 

Menstrnal, Immune & Skin disorders, Insomnia. 

Migraine, Headaches, Anxiety & Stress. 

Deep Relaxation for I lealth and Beauty 

Nutritional advice given 

BELINDA FREEMA:\' ,\1F l'h~, LC,I' .\1lfA MBRA .\Ill!.~! ~t· 

AROMATI!ERAPY O REFLEXOLOGY • NATIJRAL TI!ERAPElITTCS 
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Frank Delicata 
Pb 

(\j},i 1'1., 
l 1 ''° Carpentry, 

r:i,,,c t111 M I k i 
11

-~_,_ eta wor 
-~,)

1
\~
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and Renovations 

Custom designed and crafted 
furniture for the kitchen, 

bedroom and garden 
- at affordable prices. 
Other specialisations: 

Doors, windows, shutters 
Locks & security fittings 
Restoration 

Designs and 
estimates given free 

Telephone: 081-699 7355 

We appreciate that all this costs money which is relevant to the 
present discussions about the future of the Scheme of Management, 
but Dulwich Wood is a very important amenity for which Dulwich 
residents should be prepared to pay something. We have also pointed 
out to the Governors the possibility of obtaining a Grant from the 
Forestry Commission towards the upkeep of the wood under their 
Woodland Grant Scheme. 

Southwark Tree Planting 

No doubt many people have seen, in The Sparrow, Southwark's offer of 
trees to plant in the neighbourhood. We have recommended five sites, 
as follows: outside Barclays Bank, in the verge just north of the 
Greyhound, at the end of Turney Road opposite the Infants' School, at 
the corner of Red Post Hill and Casino Avenue, and in Piermont 
Gardens at the end of Uplands Road. 

If anyone would like the Council to replace one of the dead trees in 
the street outside their house and would look after it, please 
telephone me or Peter Sibley, Ecology Officer, at the Leisure and 
Recreation Department, Telephone 071-703 3499. 

The Shop 
& Gallery for 

Glass · Ceramics · Textiles 
Hand Painted Silk · Jewellery 
Metalwork · Children's Books 

Toys · Cards and Paper 

Fine, Decorative and 
Applied Art 

at 27b Half Moon Lane, 
Herne Hill, London SE21 

Tel: (071) 737 7747 

Stella Benwell 

]!JI ]I~ lf l\lJ[ /~ 

11)) 1~ s 1r 1~ 
Prima Pasta is an informal, relaxed 
Italian-style Restaurant, serving a 
wide range of Homemade Italian 

Pizza and a large selection of Pasta. 

96-98 DUL\V!CH VILLAGE 
LONDON 5£21 7AQ 

TEL: 081-693 9316 

Open from midday until I !pm, 
7 days a week. 
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Despite failing to approach last spring's profusion of warblers and 
chats, the autumn migration produced much of interest, o?e of the 
most exciting observations being a pied flycatcher in Dulw1ch Park's 
birches on the morning of September 25. This species is recorded just 
about annually in Dulwich and like other locally scarce passerines is 
most likely to appear when heavy cloud hampers its ability to navigate 
by night, forcing it down into whatever suitable habitat it can find. 
Making frequent aerial sorties after insects, it was fairly easy to 
locate amidst the dappled foliage, its flashing white wing patches and 
the gleaming margins to its tail conveying an initial deceptive 
impression of a diminutive chaffinch - a species itself not averse to 
flycatching. Typically after being so confiding it had vanished by the 
following day. 

Overcast conditions may well have induced the appearance of the 
second ring ouzel of the season on September 28, when major falls of 
the species occurred on the south coast. It was first sighted in bushes 
at the bottom of the allotments, the silvery edgings to its long 
tapering wings standing out at quite a distance, a feature safely 
distinguishing it from the occasional partially-albino blackbird with 
a blotchy chest crescent. True to its reputation for shyness, it slipped 
into cover on closer approach and then flew powerfully up the slope to 
disappear into a dense hawthorn near the woods. 

By now our territorial summer visitors, with the exception of 
house martins, had faded away, although visible overhead migration 
provided ample compensation. Between September 19 and October 4 
more than 80 meadow pipits, 20 swallows and 14 siskins were seen 
passing southwards in the mornings, mainly over Dulwich Park .and 
the allotments. Chilling easterlies on October 19 brought 140 redwmgs 
south over Dulwich in little more than an hour's observation, part of a 
broad movement right across London. 'l'he following morning a quick 
foray into Dulwich Park produced 50 fieldfares passing west in two 
straggling flocks uttering their diagnostic chack-chack contact calls. 
On October 23, ten provided enviably close views as they devoured 
yew berries besides Dulwich Park pond, the rich ochre wash on their 
speckled breasts appearing especially striking. Usually it takes a 
fierce cold spell to bring this normally wary species to linger in 
Dulwich, though the several parties watched migrating overhead 
during November were quite predictable. Redwings are much more 
willing to forage around our area, their presence being frequently 
revealed by penetrating zee calls delivered from the tops of trees 
throughout the month. 

Meanwhile a flock of redpolls in Dulwich Park's birches built up to 
more than 40, the same site hosting a late chiffchaff for two weeks, 
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looking surprisingly green against the bare grey branches. A house 
martin hawking over Woodwarde Road on November 29 was much 
more unusual. It would not have survived the severities of the second 
week of December when at least 150 lapwings passed south in a classic 
cold weather movement along with the first snipe I have ever seen in 
Dulwich. Milder temperatures brought a return to routine, enhanced 
by the presence of six siskins in their traditional alders in Belair Park. 
These will hopefully remain for some weeks. In the Dulwich Village 
area it will be worth looking out for the occasional sparrowhawk and 
grey wagtail which have been appearing recently. 

Reports of any interesting bird sightings are always welcome and 
there is a shortage of records of hedgehogs and hibernating 
amphibians which might accidentally be located in compost heaps or 
bonfire piles. 

Paul Bradbcer, January 1, 1992. 

STOP PRESS: Eight siskins were feeding in the alders beside the pond 
in Sunray Gardens. Also a grey wagtail - Ed. 

Mathew Frith of the London Wildlife Trust writes about albino 
squirrels and Canada geese. 

I have had reports of albinos on Sydenham Hill (but not in the Wood), 
together with another in Kenley. Albinism is a fairly common genetic 
variation in mammals and birds which results in the complete absence 
of melanin, the colouring pigment. The opposite, melanism, resulting 
in overall black colouration is much rarer. In genuine wild populations 
such variations are extremely rarely seen; body colour serves a 
purpose to an individuars survival, and anything which stands out is 
likely to be quickly snapped up by a predator. In their natural habitat 
(North American broadleaved woodland) predators such as coyote, 
bears, puma, eagles and owls would have kept the albino gene 
variation in check. In Britain, the absence of these, and any 
indigenous predators in the south-east (nothing is swift or big 
enough), allows the albino to survive, reach maturity, and pass on its 
chromosomes. Cars are the biggest killers of squirrels and as 
substitute 'predators' they act fairly randomly in their action - it is 
unlikely that white squirrels are more likely to be run-over. Indeed, in 
this case albinism may be of an advantage - they are more easily seen! 
Thus a large number of albinos are present within the grey squirrel 
population, but particularly in London, Kent, Surrey and Sussex. 



How far do albino squirrels travel? Little work has been done on 
albino individuals; research has focussed on both red and grey 
squirrels generally via radio-tracking methods. Grey squirrels have 
home ranges. At first these are small and centred around the drey of 
their birth. But as they grow they will eventually move away and can 
travel considerable distances (records of over 15 kilometres a day!) to 
establish a range of their own. While not strictly territorial in nature 
- most grey squirrel ranges overlap - they do seem to have a pecking 
order which is often viciously maintained. Research demonstrates 
that a grey squirrel's average adult range will be about 7 hectares - but 
this alters very much with habitat, time of year, other squirrel 
numbers etc. 

Goose Step 

Regarding Canada geese (Too Much of A Good 'l'hing, in the last 
Newsletter,) may I inform the Society that the number of these 
throughout London is causing considerable concern. Their size, 
aggression towards smaller waterfowl and high fertility has enabled 
them to increase their population substantially - much encouraged by 
visitors to parks and their loaves of bread. Not only is this despoiling 
parks through the deposition of droppings but also, through 
overgrazing, leading to a loss of grass cover. Their territorial 
behaviour towards other ducks and geese can also have a detrimental 
effect of the latters' numbers (through disturbance of nests, injury 
etc.) As a result a number of nature conservation bodies and local 
authorities have been in conference to work out a strategy to control 
their numbers - a somewhat difficult task given their appeal to many 
people. The lead in this work is now being undertaken by the London 
Ecology Unit (to which the London Borough of Southwark subscribes), 
and I suggest any enquiries regarding these geese should be 
forwarded to the Unit on (071) 267 7944 or Southwark's Ecology Officer 
on (071) 703 3499 ext 339. 

Reports occasionally filter through to me of sightings of animals 
visitors have seen in Sydenham Hill Wood. I rely very much on these 
for biological information updates, and so can gear management of 
the Wood to specific requirements. I am unable to be in the Wood for 
much of the time, so please i£ anybody secs anything of interest, 
whether insect, bird or mammal, could they report it on to my 
ansaphone (081699 5698) or to me at the Horniman Museum. 

Mathew Frith, Warden, Sydenham Hill Wood 
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Murder in the back garden 

While we occupy our carefully planned, legally allocated patches of 
land, the mother of all battles is going on in the animal kingdom for 
possession of a Gaza strip called Little Barnes. 

Last week my husband Tribble spotted two magpies locked in 
mortal combat about territory on the back garden lawn. One pinned 
down the other on his back and was pecking fiercely. 

Meanwhile the front drive is a theatre of war for cats. My huge 
British Blue, unaptly named Rocky, spent some weeks with the tip of 
his tail theatrically wrapped in bandages after the bone was 
surgically removed. It had been bitten by next door's tabby: Rocky, ~n 
full flight, forgot to whisk his tail after him through the cat door m 
time. Now the tabby arrogantly prowls the flower bed while Rocky 
grinds his teeth from the first floor window. 

Cats pale into insignificance beside the banshee wail Tribble heard 
this week from the roadside bushes. As this was 11.30 at night -
naturally the best time to fix one's motorbike in the garage - he 
assumed it was a mugging and went to investigate. Two foxes "the size 
of greyhounds", he reports, were fighting over possession of the road. 
We have yet to discover who won scavenging rights of the juiciest 
dustbins, but would suggest that one takes the odd numbers and the 
other the even. 

Jane Furnival 

d£aiz and T3<1_aatq -5adon ---~ 

107a ROSENDALE ROAD LONDON SE21 
~ 081-670 8076 ~ 081-670 4788 

L___ _________ o~ ~udwiclz 
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FOCAL POINT TO THE GARDEN 

The sign in Pisa Airport saying, "Only one piece of hand luggage per 
person", somewhat deters one from bringing back that three-foot 
diameter terracotta garden pot from Tuscany. However, alongside 
North Dulwich railway station is a wholesale distributor of garden 
pots who is happy to sell Tuscan, or any other nationality of pot. 

There are terracotta garden pots of all shapes and sizes. I saw plain 
pots and ones decorated with cherubs and swags of flowers, with rams' 
horns, Greek key patterns, tulip-shaped pots, octagonal pots and some 
shaped like quarter circles to fit into corners. The majority came from 
Tuscany, around Florence and Siena, but many came from further 
afield; China, Malaysia and Thailand. Some of the oriental pots are 
glazed blue, grey, green or brown. 

There are also wall plaques 
and wall pots, window boxes, 
strawberry pots from 
Chatsworth, and small crocus 
pots shaped like swans or pigs. 
The largest items are eight-foot 
tall amphora - try getting one of 
those through Athens Airport. 

The pottery is open all day 
Saturday and 11 to 4 on Sundays. 
There is always a stock of 
"seconds" or "end of lines" for 
bargain hunters. 

If a creamy stone colour would 
complement your garden, The 
Wedge, L'Arche Workshop, 
Norwood, have a range of 
planters, window boxes, wall 
pots and plaques moulded from a 
patented material which 
resembles a creamy Portland MellorsGardenCeramics 

stone. Many of the pieces have a 
strong, rather mediaeval look. L'Arche also make balustrades. 

The pieces are made at the Norwood Workshop by a community 
of adults with learning difficulties. rrhe Wedge is open from 9 to 4 
Mondays to Fridays, or you could ring for a brochure. 
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Now if you fancy a finule on the garden wall, have a poke around in 
Kevin and Debbie Davis' railway arch in Camberwell. They deal in 
architectural antiques, the interesting bits and pieces from 
demolished or modernised buildings. You can find chimney pots or old 
sinks suitable for use as planters. They also have Victorian edging 
tiles, garden benches, gates and lamp posts. 

Lanterns for the garden are a speciality of former Dulwich resident 
Kate Mellors. Candles placed inside her pagoda-shaped ceramic 
lanterns would change them into magic lamps, especially if reflected 
in a garden pool. She also makes bird baths, garden tables and stools 
from weatherproo£ blue/grey stoneware. 

Kate has moved to Dorset, but still visits the Dulwich Craft Fair at 
St. Barnabas Hall. She will be at the "Creative Eye" craft fair in 
Chelsea Old Town Hall on 29 April - 4 May, 10 - 6, or you could send an 
s.a.e. for a brochure. 

A statue would certainly provide a strong focal point to any 
garden. Caroline Mayow is a sculptor who carries out commissions. 
She is currently working on a life-sized statue of two children. Her 
work is often cast in resin with a bronze or iron finish. 

Looking at my back garden, I think a little D.I.Y. sculpture is in 
order. Something along the lines of Andy Goldsworthy, the artist who 
leaves holes fashioned out of woven undergrowth in wild places. 

ADDRESSES 

The Pottery, 
12 Red Post Hill, SE21. 
(Next to North Dulwich Station). 
071-733 8502. 
Open: All day Sat, 11- 4 Sundays. 

'I'he Wedge, 
IJArche Workshop, 
9 Norwood High Street, SE27. 
081-7614860. 
Open: 9- 4 Mondays to Fridays. 

Sonia Rollo 

Davis & Davis Architectural 
Antiques, 
Arch 266, 
Urlwin Street, Camberwell, SE5. 
071-703 6525. 
Open: 9.30 - 5 Tue to Sat. 

Mellors Ceramics, 
'Rosemead', 
Marshwood, Bridport, 
Dorset, DT6 5QB. 02977 217. 

Caroline Mayow, 
Sculptor, 
20 Cambridge Drive, 
Lee Green, SE12 BAJ. 
081-:U8 4529 (ring evenings). 
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IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN the subject of considerable mirth to my family 
that my great uncle George Herrick was a founder member - he may 
even have been the founder of the New Zealand Compost Society. I am 
very proud of the fact, which causes even greater hilarity. My 
daughter prefers the link with the more literary member of the 
family, Robert, but as I point out, judging from his preoccupation with 
roses and decay, he was undoubtedly a compost man too. 

George fostered in me a love for the earth and a respect for the 
incomparable efficiency of its ecosystem, and ultimately, no doubt, my 
commitment to green politics. We were both excited by the revelation 
that Nature never acknowledges the concept of waste. An organism is 
born, it flowers, fruits, dies and decays in an unsurpassably economical 
system. At various points along the line the cycle of its existence may 
be interrupted - for food, perhaps, or for building materials, but the 
eventual outcome is unvarying: the end products will eventually 
return to the earth and nourish the future generations. During its life 
a plant will clean our air and even in the process of decay it will 
release energy. This is, of course, at the very basis of green thinking. 
Could anything be more simple? 

It is the concept of this eternal 
regeneration that lies at the very 
heart of organic gardening, and it 
is the reason that all true 
gardeners are devoted 
composters. But in a city like 
London, where for most people 
space is at a premium, the siting 
of a compost heap can be 
something of a problem. Some 
people are concerned about the 
smell in close proximity to 
neighbours (although the aroma 
of a well-managed compost heap 
is slight and even positively 
ambrosial to some of us!) and 
some about the time involved in 
the process of rotting down the 
components. A garden shredder, 
as advocated by Stefan Buczacki, 
can cut down the time to around 
two months, but ideally you still 
need two containers: one £or 
adding to and one for using. 

for plants, trees, tools, 
gardening needs and. ideas. 

Weslow St. Upper Norw<x)d. 
London SEl 9 3AF 

Telephone: (081) 771 8200 

You also need space - more space than many gardeners want to 
allow, which is why I am interested in municipal composting. 

Some years ago, when I lived in Wandsworth, I wrote to the council 
telling them about a scheme in Takapuna, New Zealand, where the 
local council was initiating a municipal compost heap. Local residents 
took their garden and kitchen waste to the local tip, and this was used 
together with refuse from the city's parks, as the basis for a huge 
composting scheme. Eventually, residents were able to buy back from 
the council at very reasonable cost, bags of their excellent product for 
use on their gardens. I never received a reply from Wandsworth . . . 

Southwark Council burns hundreds of tons of leaves every year! 
A sensible alternative to seaweed, perhaps? 

but then, those were the days when any 'green' thinking smacked 
alarmingly of Lunatic Fringe. 

I read, however, in a recent Independent on Sunday article by Della 
Denman, that down near Ashford in Kent, a leading microbiologist, 
Dr Joe Lopez-Real, is making huge and wonderful mixtures of garden 
and kitchen waste, straw and animal manures, which he mixes, 
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waters, turns and aerates by way of an experiment on behalf of Wye 
College, London University's school of land use. 

"Dr Compost" as he is nicknamed, has also earned the undying 
gratitude of the Thanet District Council, who were being plagued by 
vast areas of seaweed clogging up the beaches. Seaweed is an ideal 
composting material, but its soggy bulk is daunting to all but the most 
single-minded of private gardeners. (It is precisely this bulk, however, 
that could lead to a decrease in the demand for the dwindling supplies 
of peat and the devastation of large parts of our countryside.) 

The success of the scheme rests, ultimately, with the householders. 
There is no economical way mechanical sorting methods can separate 
batteries or bottles from organic waste. It has to be separated at 
source. But then, doesn't the success of any scheme depend on its very 
foundation? 

The Wye project is fortunate in having the enthusiastic support of a 
large part of the local village, who are in growing numbers sorting out 
their domestic rubbish into various sacks and bins for the different 
waste collections. (The council also has recycling schemes for tins, 
bottles, paper and plastics.) A similar experimental plant has been set 
up by seven North London boroughs surrounding Edmonton. The 
boroughs share the cost of the shredding and turning machinery that 
greatly speeds up the process of decay, and similar schemes are being 
piloted in Stevenage and Leeds. So how about Southwark? True we 
don't have a lot of seaweed, but the council collects tons of leaves from 
our parks every year. 

When I broached the idea of this article to the editorial committee, 
the initial reaction was, as expected, one of almost total disbelief. But 
is it so ridiculous? What do you think? 

I see that Dr Lopez-Real sits on an EC Committee devoted entirely 
to the discussion of Compost. Oh, Uncle George, I wish you were here 
now! 

Priscilla Waugh 

A Beautiful Pixieland Puppy from a caring family concern. 
More than 20 years experience. Specialists in small breeds. 

For further information, telephone 04434 241811 

The Southwark Environmental Forum held its first meeting in April, 
1990. It was formed largely as a result of hard work by Southwark 
Friends of the Earth and enthusiastic co-operation by two Southwark 
Council officers: Alan Blissett of the Public Protection Dept and 
David Solman of Planning. I have represented the Dulwich WWF 
Supporters' Group from the start, and by the time therum held its 
latest meeting on October 28, 1991 I had also been asked to represent 
the Dulwich Society. The Forum is a liaison group, open both to 
organisations and interested individuals, attended by environmental, 
amenity and wildlife organisations of all sizes. Space does not allow 
me to give a complete list of members, and of course not everyone 
attends every meeting, but the following organisations are frequently 
represented: English Nature, Trust for Urban Ecology, London Ecology 
Unit, London Wildlife Trust (Southwark Group), Southwark Friends of 
the Earth, Friends of Nunhead Cemetery, Peckham Society, Surrey 
Docks Farm, Walworth City Fa rm, South London Animal Aid and 
OTDOGS. 

Recycling in Southwark 

The main item discussed in October 1991 was recycling. Local 
authorities have a duty to increase the proportion of rubbish which 
they recycle, and Southwark reported progress. At the moment, 92% of 
the Borough's waste goes to a landfill site in Essex. In October most of 
the recycling sites had only bottle banks, but can banks were to be 
added shortly. Newspaper remains a problem as there is no market for 
it. Moveable machinery will be obtained in March to enable the parks 
to compost their waste and chip woody material. Possibly in the 
future this equipment might be able to offer a service for residents' 
garden waste. 

If Dulwich Society members wish me to raise any matters of 
concern at the forum, please would they send a postcard to me at 18 
Zenoria St, SE22 8HP. I am out so much, there is little point in ringing 
up. If they feel, as I do, that Southwark's efforts at recycling need a bit 
more emphasis - or a boot up the backside - they should write to their 
local councillor. 

Ruth Day 12.1.92 
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LOCATION OF RECYCLING FACILITIES - September 1991 

B.P.C.R.O. 
B.c 
B.R. 

B. 

B.c.r. 
B.c. 
B.c. 
B.c. 

B.c. 

B.c. 

B.c. 

B.c.r. 
B.c.r. 

B.c. 

B. 
B.P.C.R. 
B. 
B. 
b. 
b. 

b.c. 
b.c. 
b. 
b.c. 

b.c.r. 

b.p. 

KEY:-

Manor Place Depot 
Peckham Rye 
c.lairPark 

Peckham 

Camberwell Green 
Southampton Way 
Thurlow Street 
St. George's 

Elephant 

Tunnel 

Union Street 

Southwark Park Rd 
Crystal Palace 

South Bermondsey 

Borough Road 
Surrey Quays 
Sydenham Hill 
Leathermarket Gdns 
East Dulwich Grove 
Lordship Lane 

Brenchley Gardens 
Nunhead Green 
Peckham Park Road 
Dockhead 

Bricklayers 

Forest Hill 

Occupation Road, off Manor Place. 
June tion Nunhead Lane/Peckham Rye. 
Car Park@ Junction Gallery Road 
& Dulwich Common. 
Leisure Centre Car Park off Hanover 
Road. 
Pavement on North Side of Green. 
Opposite "Dibderi', near Commercial Way. 
Pavement outside Children's Playground. 
St George's Road, outside GM. 
Harmsworth Park. 
Elephant Road, outside rear entrance to 
B.R. Station. 
Lower Road, June tion with Neptune 
Street. 
On island@ Junction with Southwark 
Bridge Road. 
In Alexis Street, rear of "Co-op". 
June tion of Crystal Palace Parade & 
Farquhar Road. 
Junction of Ilderton Road & Rotherhithe 
New Road. 
Opposite Polytechnic Car Park. 
In Shopping Centre Car Park. 
Junction with Crescent Wood Road. 
Kirby Grove, o/s Village Hall. 
By Junction with Thorncombe Road. 
Car Park of "Grove Tavern", at Junction 
with Dulwich Common. 
Junction withKelvingtonRoad. 
Junction of Nunhead & Kirkwood Road. 
Junction with Friary Road. 
Tooley Street, near Junction with Abbey 
Street. 
Great Dover Street, at Junction with 
Tabard Street. 
Sainsburys Car Park, Forest Hill. 

B = Bottle I Glass Bank, P = Paper Bank, C = Can Bank, R = Rag Bank, 0 = Oil Bank 

Facilities shown in lower case are planned for Autumn oI 1991 

For further information, contact Recycling Officer, Environmental Services 
Department, London Borough of Southwark, Municipal OHices, Larcom Street, 
Walworth, SEl 7 lRY. Phone 071-703-5464. 

THERE CAN BE NO QUESTION that the Britain of 1991 is wealthier 
than the Britain of 1891. Wealth is spread more fairly across the 
population, more people are in employment, education and health 
levels have risen. There are social cushions to provide pensions, 
housing, welfare allowances and medical needs. 

Yet in one area at least our Victorian forebears put us sadly to 
shame. One of the great institutions founded in the last two decades of 
the nineteenth century was the public park. In London, this was led by 
the Metropolitan Board of Works, later to be replaced by the London 
County Council. In Dulwich and its surrounding area it was responsible 
for the creation of Dulwich, Brockwell, Ruskin and Peckham Parks. 
They were laid out in such a way to please all members of the family 
both aesthetically and in their capacity for various sports. They were 
all quite different: emphasis on a water-garden here or arbours and 
walled-gardens there, lakes for rowing or toy sail-boats, a band-stand 
for weekend and summer-evening family entertainment. 

The parks were adequately policed (the times were certainly as 
violent as today) by originally a quasi - constabulary who wore a 
uniform similar to the regular force, and later by keepers in brown -
tweed suits. Like the local home-beat policeman, they got to recognise 
hooligans and headed off trouble. They kept the parks litter free on 
their rounds, operated the putting green, tennis court, bowling green 
and issued boating tickets. 

RA\' DENNIS TV 
TV/Video 

Rentals and Repairs 

7 DOVEDALE ROAD 
EAST DUL WI CH, SE22 ONF 

Free estimates. 
We pride ourselves 

on high quality 
personal service 

Ring Alan Poole on 
081- 693 8629 

Burbage Rd 
SE24 9HD 
(entrance between 

~ nos. 83 & 85 
~LUB Tel: 0712744864 

CLUBHOUSE A VAil.ABLE FOR 

MEETINGS * CLUB NIGHTS 

SOCIAL EVENTS 

PARTIES/RECEPTIONS 

Groups - Classes - Individuals - Clubs -
Teams - Firms 

Facilities include: Bar & Lounge bar/ 
Meeting room. Dining room & kitchen. 

Small multi-purpose hall 
The hall and bar can be used together or 

separately. Catering can be arranged. 
Whatever your needs we can satisfy them. 

For further details contact: 
Keith Rodwell Tel: 081 659 8217 
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The parks themselves were meticulously maintained, a policy 
which proceeded with equal vigour through two world wars when it 
might be argued, resources should have been diverted elsewhere. Yet it 
was felt that the public park should be of the best that could be 
provided for the enjoyment and recreation of the community. 

Sadly this is no longer the same policy. Money allocated to public 
parks is now well down the list of priorities of the local councils who 
have succeeded the Greater London Council in running London Parks. 

Local parks are inadequately maintained, provide virtually no 
daytime security in the form of keepers, offer less and less facilities in 
the way of refreshments, play-areas, games or entertainments. •rhey 
are at best now reduced to dog exercise areas. 

The latest victim in this sorry catalogue is Sunray Gardens. Once, 
this little oasis for residents and children of surrounding houses and 
flats provided a well-kept lovely little park with tennis courts and a 
good play area. Now unmanned it is being systematically vandalised. 

When you next see your councillor or prospective councillor of any 
political persuasion - be sure to ask how high he or she places the 
value of the public park in the list of priorities. 

Free consultation and advice 
on all aspects of hair and beauty 

OPEN 9-5.30 
LATE NIGHT THURS 

ALSO INTRODUCING GLASS 
GLAZE NAILS FROM 
BACKSCRATCHERS 

92 Parkhall Rd, West Dulwich SE21 
Tel: (081) 766 7172-7022 

Brian Green 

• The complete plumbing 
& heating service 

• Boiler servicing 
• Drain clearance 
e Corgi registered 
111 7 day service 365 days 

a year 
• Free estimates & heating 

design service 
e Bathrooms & kitchens 

fitted 
e 24 hr emergency service 

081-299 3511 
13 BEW COURT, LORDSHIP lANE, SE22 

AFTER 'l'HE TWO PREVIOUS dry years, Sydenham Hill Wood 
positively bloomed in 1991. This was no doubt largely due to the wet 
spring and summer, unleashing an explosion of thick verdant foliage 
that at times threatened to engulf the paths. With the threat of 
development at Beechgrove still overhanging, I spent much of the time 
working positively to enhance the Wood (without interfering too much 
with nature's way) and seeking to find out what decided to appear. 

Spring saw carpets of coltsfoot, wood anemone, lesser celandine, 
bluebell, ramsons, dog violet, bugle and stitchwort. A botanical survey 
in May recorded almost 180 species, including some which had never 
been previously recorded; barren strawberry, tutsan and slender St. 
John's wort (all ancient woodland indicators). Birds thronged into the 
trees, and fluttered in the low shrubbery. The first recording of a little 
owl in the Wood was noted on a Dawn Chorus walk in April, and a 
little later a visit of recipients of the Lambeth Talking Newspaper (for 
the visually handicapped) were given a guided walk, with bird-song 
pinpointing the different habitats - chiffchaff, blackcap, long-tailed 
tit, tree creeper, great spotted woodpecker, dunnock, nuthatch and 
wren were just some that painted the picture. Other birds noted 
through the year included kestrel, sparrowhawk, hawfinch, bullfinch, 
gold crest and lesser spotted woodpecker. 

Summer brought sunshine, more rain and insects. Although the 
first butterfly of the year (a comma) was noted in mid-March, they 
came in ever increasing numbers as the year progressed and included 
peacock, red admiral, painted lady, orange tip, brimstone, green
veined white and speckled wood. Dragonflies began their sorties over 
the pond in June, and hoverflies sought the nectar of the summer 
flowers, reaching a peck in numbers in the second week of August. 
Other insects recorded included stag beetle, shield bugs and long
attennaed, bronze-winged day-flying moths fluttering in the dappled 
sunlight amongst the hornbeam. 

Mammals, however, despite their size, are the most elusive of the 
Wood's inhabitants bar the acrobatic and ravenous grey squirrels. 
Foxes have been smelt but not seen, and a bank vole glimpsed 
scurrying into the undergrowth. In attempt to find out more a brief 
small mammal survey was undertaken in August - and wood mice 
were caught (and released) a-plenty! These are most likely direct 
descendants of the original wood mice of the Great North Wood, and 
their particularly long yellow under-neck stripe may indicate a 
separate 'race' of the species (they are most likely an isolated 
population). A further pleasant surprise was the unconfirmed 
sighting, on two occasions, of a muntjac deer in April. This may seem 
incongruous, but there seems to be no reason why this small shy 
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animal could not have made its way into the area via the green 
corridors of the railway lines from the south. Since escaping in 
Bedfordshire in the 1920's it has spread throughout most of the south
east and is now entering urban areas. 

The turning from green to reds, yellows and golds heralded the 
onset of the cooler months, and despite the dull weather, the Wood was 
brightened by the autumn foliage of hornbeam, oak, wild cherry, 
willow-herb and rowan, the fruits of haw, hip, guelder rose, elder, 
bittersweet, holly, yew and bramble and the woolly dressing of 
clematis along much of the old railway trackbed. I celebrated National 
Tree Week by planting ash, hazel and wild cherry on the eroded bank, 
aided by a growing number of volunteers and thinning some of the 
sycamore on Fernbank during the crispy frosts of mid-December. T'he 
high winds of the 23rd of December brought down a large section of 
the crown of the mighty beech by Sydenham Hill (damaging the fence 
in the process) and an oak. This may have seemed an unfortunate 
finale, but on Christmas day the antics of nuthatches, coal tits, great 
tits and a great spotted woodpecker in the winter sunlight proved to 
be a joyous postscript to an eventful four seasons. 

y N 

Mathew Frith, Warden 

L 
R 

20 WESTOW HILL UPPER NORWOOD 
LONDON SE19 1 XX 

TEL: 081-766 7476 FAX: 081-766 7476 

For all spectacles & contact lenses. 

Full eye tests with domiciliary visits. 
Free frames & free tints. 

COMPLETE PERSONAL EYE CARE 

In this, the first of an occasional series, Barry Shaw is in search of his 
butchering roots. Can anyone help? Or do you have questions about 
days gone by? We'll try to publish the answers if you just ask the 
questions. 

Roots, I like to believe, drew me to Dulwich in the summer of 1990, the 
need to be part of those same sights and smells (car fumes and Canada 
Geese droppings aside) savoured by my butchering ancestors. But 
realistically I have to admit that the purchase of a flat in 
Gainsborough Court had more to do with easy access to the golf club, 
just five minutes walk away through the toll gate and up Grange Lane. 

The idea seemed sound enough. No more fear of the police lurking at 
the bottom of the lane to catch the 85 millilitre brigade weaving out 
into College Road around 11pm. 'rhe car would be left in the garage and 
one would be free to indulge the third round. Yes, well, nice idea but in 
reality it has been a disaster. After years of privation the third round 
leads to a fourth and the morning after green turtles do nasty things 
across the counterpane. 

But the butchering ancestors are real enough, or so my old father led 
me to believe. As a child I recall that driving through Dulwich Village 
he would point to the high gates somewhere along the west side where, 
he assured me, the Shaws slaughtered the poor beasts in the yard to 
feed the local omnivores. Not his father, a butcher certainly but never 
in the Village, but possibly my great-grandfather Shaw, full name 
unknown. Or was it great-grandfather who was a master at the 
College, for, said father, one of our forebears certainly was? 

Did the Victorians double butchering beasts with birching bottoms? 
Surely not. Can anyone help me dig up my roots? 

Barry Shaw 

FUNERAL DIRECTORS 24 HOUR SERVICE 
Over 100 Years of Experience - Established 1881 

The family business that still offers you a personal service 

375 LORDSHIP LANE SE22 081-693 1526 AND BRANCHES 
126 FOREST HILL RD. SE22 081-693 4160 

CHAPELS OF REST MONUMENTAL MASONS 
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VISIT TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE MUSEUM AND TERRACES 
THURSDAY JUNE 4, 1992, AT 7.45 PM. 

A conducted tour of the Museum by Arthur Chandler, who was 
responsible for the arrangement of many of the archives will be 
followed by a tour of the Terraces. 

Admission will be £2, and includes a glass of wine. 

The Crystal Palace opened on June 10th, 1854, being transferred and 
substantially enlarged from the Great Exhibition in Hyde Park in 1851. 
The length of the building, including the wings, was 3,476 feet, almost 
three quarters of a mile. The glass used in its construction covered an 
area of 25 acres, 40,000 people gathered on its opening day and no 
commercial enterprise has ever had such a wealth of Royalty and 
dignitaries at its launching. The fabulous fountain in its grounds was 
fed by water contained in the twin towers designed by Arunel. The 
height of the jets of the main fountain was 250 feet. In concept and 
magnitude, it pre-dated Euro-Disney by 138 years! 

The Palace had three clearly defined aims. It was to be a place of 
amusement and recreation, it was to be educational and it was to 
continue the idea fostered by the Great Exhibition for the display and 
demonstration of the best products of different industries. 

In 1866 a severe fire destroyed the north wing which contained the 
various 'courts' of the ancient world. This wing was never rebuilt and 
the Palace's emphasis became less on education and more on 
entertainment. Cup finals were held there and it was famous for its 
firework displays and orchestral concerts. In 1936 another fire 
destroyed the whole building. All that remains today are the great 
terraces and the famous prehistoric monsters, still in their original 
setting. 

Admission will be £2, and includes a glass of wine. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
costs only 20p per word 

Brian Green 

If the irresistible Benjamin Fawden, as Papageno, had come to the 
front of the stage and appealed for a girlfriend at my school, there 
would have been-a stampede. 

But they're a cool lot, those JAGS gels, produced barely a rustle in the 
Prissian Theatre during Diana Jennings' superb production of 
Mozart's penultimate opera "The Magic Flute". 

Like many, I suspect, I had my doubts about the possibility of a school 
doing justice to such an incredible work, let alone a girls' school. How, 
given its Masonic connotations, could such a production be possible? 
But Diana Jennings, needless to say, had done her homework more 
thoroughly than I. She uncovered evidence not only of mixed lodges in 
the 18th century, but indeed of feminine lodges in the 19th, and it was 
on this basis that her feminist production gained credibility. 

Well, of course you still 
need men. And she got 
very fine men: Rupert 
Jennings was a beguiling 
'l'amino, Benjamin 
Fawden, as I said, a 
wonderful Papageno, and 
in Philip Dowd, of JAGS 
Music department, she 
unmasked the funniest 
and most dastardly 
Monostatos I have ever 
seen. The only female role 
not taken by one of the 
girls was, understably, the 
Queen of the Night, sung 
by Jessica Walker. But 

BcnjaminFawden(Papageno)andEli= even then, she is a JAGS 
KenyonasPapagena old girl! 

Sarastro became Sarastra, the head of a female order, to whom 
Pamina's father had entrusted his daughter in his absence, rather than 
her mother, the evil Queen of the Night. The part was sung with 
warmth and maturity by Shantha David. The Three Ladies were sung 
brilliantly by Henrietta Preston, Helen Semple and Leonora Evans. 
Pamina was touchingly played by Henrietta Paget, Eliza Kenyon was 
a suitably cheeky Papagena and the delightfully impish slaves were 
played by Sophie Milton, Elizabeth Mitchell and Rebecca Walsh. The 
three boys were delectable: played on alternative nights by Zora 
McDonald/Lucy Stirling, Kristin Chambers/Elizabeth Clarke and 
Uzma Ghafoor/Lucy Algeo. The flute was played by Sarah Tunstall. 
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Understandably, the whole idea of a school production is to involve as 
many of the students as possible, and it would take up pages listing 
everyone who took part. I'm sorry. I would love to, as they all 
contributed to an unforgettable performance. Rupert Bond, of course, 
was the Musical Director. And although she was listed in the 
programme simply as Assistant rehearsal pianist, somehow, I can't 
imagine a JAGS musical event that doesn't owe a lot to Barbara Kley. 

And needless to say, as well as being the 200th anniversary of Mozart's 
death, 1991 was also the 250th anniversary of the founding of JAGS 
itself, and the beginning of a history well documented by Brian Green 
in his book To Read and Sew. 

To Read and Sew is a must for the collection of anyone interested in 
Dulwich history or women's education - or, hopefully, both. It is 
extremely well researched and well illustrated, containing a number 
of interesting archival photographs besides more recent ones. It is also 
well written - for a man! 

Priscilla Waugh 

La Gastronomia 
Italian Delicatessen -for home-made pates and salads, and fine 

Italian wines, Continental cheeses, Italian salamis, freshly ground 
coffee as well as provisions for your everyday needs. 

Ivano invites you to bring this advert with you to 
La Gastronomia and claim your free taste of Italy when you shop. 

135 Half Moon Lane, Dulwich. Tel: 071-2741034 
Monday to Saturday, 9 - 7.30 Sunday, 10-1.30 

THE HYPOCHONDRIAC, by Moliere 

To celebrate the end of my exams, my friends and I went to see The 
Hypochondriac which was performed by The Dulwich Players at the 
Parish Hall on January 25. 

The play, by the famous seventeenth century French playwright 
Moliere, is about a man named Argan, who is always worrying about 
being ill and feeding himself medicines when he is in perfectly good 
health. He so admires the medical profession that he wants to marry 
his daughter, Angelique, to a young doctor even though she is already 
in love with another man named Cleante. Toinette, the maid, tries to 
help Cleante and Angelique to persuade Argan to let them get 
married. Angelique's stepmother wants to send her to a nunnery so 
that she will inherit Argan's wealth, but Angelique is against the idea. 
Eventually the 
Hypochondriac re
alises that the doc
tor is just using 
him as a money 
machine by pre
scribing him ex
pensive medicine 
when he doesn't 
need it. Finally he 
becomes a doctor 
himself and lets 
Cleante marry 
Angelique. 

The play makes 
fun of doctors of 
that time and 

shows how people 
could be tricked 
into paying for 
nothing. It also 
proves how easily 
people could be 
fooled by dishon
est doctors. I think 
it was an excellent 
performance. My 
favourite actors 
were Toinette 
(played by Abigail 
Topley) and the 
hypochondriac 
himself (played by 
Wilf Taylor) be
cause they were 

both funny and realistic. Compared with The Miser (another comedy 
by Moliere) which I saw at the National Theatre, I think it was excel
lent considering it was a smaller company and the actors were not 
professionals. The scenery was really good and so were the costumes 
because they were colourful and bright. It was supposed to be a 
comedy but I didn't find it as funny as some other people did. My 
favourite part of the play was when the Hypochondriac became a 
doctor and I also really liked the dancing ballerinas and the music 
because it was different to have dancers on stage in a comedy. I greatly 
enjoyed it and it was well worth seeing. 

Gail Gosschalk (aged 10) 



MR KAI 

The opening of a new, first class Chinese restaurant in South London 
is an event, and Mr Kai does not disappoint. The spacious premises at 
Central Hill, (near the corner of Gipsy Hill) have been tastefully and 
comfortably furnished by Steve, who many readers will remember as 
one of the original family at Mr Liu in Lordship Lane. 

As an enthusiast of good Peking cuisine, I find it hard to break the 
habit of many years and not have the Aromatic Crispy Duck as a 
starter (and Mr Kai's is especially fine), but I recommend as an 
alternative the Assorted Hors D'oeuvres which present a variety of 
flavours and textures to stimulate the palate. You may have room for 
the duck as a second course before your main selection, but I doubt it. 

Mr Kai has a strong line in seafood, from Cantonese style scallops or 
Chi Yen Prawns and Squid (in salt and chilli) as appetisers to Soft Shell 
Crab and Shan 'l'ung Prawns with Chinese Mushrooms and 
Beansprouts for a main course. 

I could go on, having visited the restaurant on more than one occasion, 
which is a recommendation in itself, but suffice to say go and sample 
the enterprising menu without further ado. The food is excellent and 
reasonably priced, the service friendly and efficient. Until the 
invention of the fold-away car, you have to take your chances with the 
parking. 

Mr Kai, 11 Central Hill, Upper Norwood, SE191BG. Phone 081-766 7660. 

David Smith 

This committee which, as I continually remind members, is the only 
recognised negotiating body under the present Scheme of 
Management, met on Tuesday, 15th October, and quickly disposed of 
most of its Agenda. This was not difficult as all matters concerning 
the future of the Scheme have been eliminated from discussion by the 
Advisory Committee. It is to be hoped that this does not lead to the 
demise of this Committee in the future. Your representatives will be 
alert to ensure this does not happen. 

The Amenity Societies were represented by Messrs. Collins and Pratt 
(Dulwich Society) Messrs. Aldwinckle and Ernest (D.R.A.) and Messrs. 
Harman and Merriman (D.V.P.S.). The Governors were represented by 
Mr. Gotch (Chairman) and Messrs. Cather, Davis and Joanes. Messrs. 
Wylie and Peat were in attendance. 

Matters relating to the publishing of the E.G.s Annual Accounts were 
quickly agreed also issues relating to the management of Dulwich 
Woods (raised by both the E.G.s and our own Trees Sub-Committee). 

RESTAURANT 

w 
I RESTAURANT 

Italian specialities at their best 
and finest Italian wines 

FULLY LICENSED 

LUNCH-12 noon to2.30pm 

D1NN1:R-6.30pm to 11.30pm 

Closed Saturday Lunchtime and all day Sunday 

129 GIPSY HILL, DULWICH, LONDON SE19 

Tel: 081-670 1843/1396 
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Woodland Grants: 

A meeting was held with a representative of the Forestry Commission 
in August and a tour of the Woods undertaken. In order to obtain a 
gr_ant a detailed application needs to be submitted containing, inter 
aha, a 5-year management policy for the Woods. An application is 
currently under consideration. 

Noticeboards: 

Comments on the wording for the new noticeboards have been 
received from the Chairman of the Dulwich Society Trees Sub
Committee (Mrs. Stella Benwell). A number of the suggested 
alterations have been incorporated in a revised draft. Subject to final 
approval of the wording and design, quotations will be sought for 
production and installation of replacement noticeboards. 

The Agenda item about College Road and the Tollgate provoked the 
longest discussion. I quote from (1) The Position of the Society as 
outlined by Alastair Hanton (Chairman of our Traffic and Transport 
Committee) and (2) the Minutes of the subsequent meeting:-

(!) The concerns of the Dulwich Society about the Toll Gate can be 
summarised as follows:-

( i) The Toll Gate has for many years exercised a restraining influence 
on the volume and speed of traffic in Dulwich Village and its 
neighbourhood. The suspension of the Toll Gate had a marked cifect of 
traffic flow. 

(ii) The 'I'oll Gate is one of the prized characteristic amenities of 
Dulwich. 

Decorator Interior & Exterior 
Telephone: 071-733 5219 

(iii) The Society would want the charges to be set at levels sufficient to 
restrain excessive traffic levels. 

(iv) We see the Toll Gate as supplementing, not as an alternative to, 
other traffic management measures in College Road, such as the 
proposed pedestrian crossing outside the College. 

(v) We are anxious that any delay in the permanent re-introduction of 
the Toll Gate should not prejudice the legal powers of the Estates 
Governors to restore it to operation. 

(vi) The Society would for all these reasons like to see the Toll Gate 
restored to permanent operation as quickly as possibly. 

We have had two useful meetings with Mr Stuart Peat, from whom we 
understand that the Estates Governors have established a Working 
Party to handle this matter. We also understand that the Governors 
will be reviewing the results of the temporary operation of the Toll 
Gate shortly. 

We would value an opportunity to discuss with the Working Party (or 
at least its Chairman) our concerns before any final decisions are 
taken. 

We would also suggest that, as a number of local parties have interests 
in the Toll Gate, it might be appropriate for the Governors to arrange 
an ad hoc consultative meeting with them at a convenient date. The 
parties with interests, in addition to ourselves, would seem to include 
the Joint Committee (consisting partly of representatives of the 
residents in the immediate locality of the 'l'oll Gate), Dulwich College 
and the London Borough of Southwark. 

(2) The General Manager advised the Committee that the trail period 
for the re-operation of the Tollgate was coming to an end on Sunday, 
200ctober. 

It was confirmed that planning permission for the new Tollgate had 
been granted by the London Borough of Southwark in June 1991. it was 
confirmed that the Board hoped to reinstate the Tollgate, but that 
this decision was subject to a number of factors, in particular legal 
and financial considerations, advice on which was currently being 
obtained. A related matter which awaited resolution was whether any 
otherwise unrecoverable costs for maintenance of College Road were 
to be charged to the Scheme of Management. The Committee was 
reminded that the Estates Governors had reserved the right to make 
an additional charge in this regard. 



~n reply to a question by Mr Aldwinckle the General Manager 
informed the Committee that at a meeting in June 1991 between the 
Estates Governors and the College Road/Hunts Slip Road Joint 
Committee on Road Charges, the Joint Committee had proposed speed 
humps in College Road and had undertaken to work up the proposal in 
greater detail. However, nothing further had been heard. 

Mr Collins suggested that there could be an AdHocConsultativeCommittee 
comprised of the Amenity Societies and otherresidentsandroad users to act 
as an additional consultative body to the Estates Governors in connection 
withmattersaffectingCollegeRoadand theTollgate. 

The Chairman replied that as the Board was still considering its own position 
on theTollgate,forwhich the Estates Governors would have to bear any costs, 
and as there was already consultation with parties affected by the costs of 
College Road, he felt that an additional forum would not be appropriate and 
might wcllonlyserve toslowdown consideration of the matter. 

The Board had recognised the importance of consulting locally, as had 
already been done to a considerable extent, and it would no doubt wish to 
continue the consultation process before implementing any plans. 

TheCommitteethcnadjourneduntilnotiiicdoidatcsiorits1992meetings. 

HOME 

Exterior & Interior 
Decorators, 

Bathroom Design 
& Installation, 

Wall & Floor Tiling, 
Roof Repairs, 

Fencing & 
Landscape Gardening. 

Ring now for free estimate 

081-299 1710 
MRD. HOPPER 

Reg Collins. 

Advertise 
here 
for 

3MONTHS 
for only 

£24! 

We endeavour, as far as we can, to give below as much information as 
possible on the result of the poll. These are the two documents 
involved:-

(1) A Summary of the Electoral Reform Society's Report on the poll and 

(2) Relevant extracts from our conclusions on the poll contained in a letter 
of 7th December 1991, addressed to the General Manager and Secretary. 

We are extremely pleased that a large number of residents (70.9%) 
indicated that they would accept terms negotiated by the Joint 
Residents Committee. This is great support for both past activities and 
future action. 

In our view the most significant result is the evidence of strong 
support for the role of the Joint Residents' Committee. This is 
considerably stronger than support for a Dulwich Trust. We continue 
to be of the view that the poll was flawed by representing the choice 
as being solely between a Dulwich Trust or winding up the planning 
powers of the Scheme. I refer to our comments on the response to 
Question 7. 

The nature of the poll 

You are aware of our view that the questionnaire did not enable 
residents to express their real views. A fuller questionnaire might 
have produced a higher response rate. This was an opinion poll, to the 
r~sults of which the Estates Governors had already stated that they 
did not regard themselves as committed. In view of this, it was 
unnecessary for them to demonstrate so clearly that they were not 
prepared to risk answers inconvenient to their own intentions. 

In the event there was abundant evidence that limitations imposed by 
the poll created confusions and suspicions. Many residents expressed 
to us, and in their answers to questions, their view that they had not 
been given a genuine opportunity to state their wishes. Nevertheless 
we regard a response from about 37 per cent of enfranchised freehold 
households (1,095 out of 2950) as providing a useful basis for drawing 
some conclusions about the feelings of this group. 

The 386 replies from about 330 leasehold properties represented a 
much smaller proportion of all leaseholders. This response is less 
relevant for the future of the Scheme than that of the freeholders. It 
confirms the view which we expressed in our letter of the 28th 
August, that the poll would have been more effective and less 
confusing if one questionnaire had been sent to each freehold 
property. 
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Members of the JRC Council received about a hundred requests for 
assistance. and ~urther information, to help residents complete the 
poll quest10nnaire. A pattern of difficulties became evident from 
these enquiries. We have referred to these in the following comments 
on each question in turn. 

Q~es.tion 2 did not allow residents to distinguish between their 
opm10n of the benefits which flow from the existence of a Scheme 
and their opinion of the manner in which the Estates Governors hav~ 
rece?tly administered it. We have to say that all the observations we 
received on the second matter were criticisms. 

Nevertheles_s nearly three-quarters of those who replied (73.8 per cent 
of enfranchise~ freeholders and 72.9 per cent of leaseholders), believe 
that the plannmg powers of the Scheme have been of great or some 
benefit. 

Question 3 Answers were consistent with those to the previous 
question. 73.9 per cent of freeholders and 76.5 per cent of leaseholders 
wish the planning powers to be retained. 

Question 4 The response to this was also consistent. 71.6 per cent of 
freeholders and 71.2 per cent of leaseholders do not want the Scheme 
to be ex.eluded in r_elation to their own area. This is perhaps a higher 
proport10n than might have been expected. 

Response ?Y Area_ There is clear evidence of responses differing by 
area, particularly m Area 1 (North Dulwich). This is however the only 
area where a majority of the freeholders who responded felt that the 
planning po"'.ers of the Scheme should not be retained at all (only 45 
per cent b~lleved that they should be retained). 62 per cent of 
freeholders m Area 1 also felt that this area should be excluded from 
the Scheme. 

Question 5 puzzled and alarmed many leaseholders and council 
tenants, to whom it should have been explained that the answers 
could only relate to enfranchised freeholders. It was also evidence to 
many enfranchised freeholders that "the cost of operating the 
Scheme at its present level" (Option A) represents at £58 per year a 
rat_e which_ is already nearly double the amount c'harged at the l~st 
qumq~ennmm. How is this increase explained? Residents were given 
no basis for calculating expense in relation to the level of control or 
for making an informed choice between the two apparent options. ' 

Question 6 by its wording set out unnecessarily to commit residents to 
accepting terms negotiated by the JRC, without their knowing in 

advance what these terms might be. The more relevant question 
would have been whether residents wished the JRC to continue to 
negotiate on their behalf. Despite this there is evidently a high 
measure of support for the negotiating role of the JRC (73.4 per cent of 
the enfranchise freeholders who responded and 72.4 per cent of the 
leaseholders). We are prepared to accept this as a mandate from 
residents for the JRC to negotiate on their behalf, and believe that the 
High Court would take note of our views as expressing the wishes of 
residents. 

Question 7 caused particular dissatisfaction by offering two options, 
neither of which was regarded as acceptable by many residents, as the 
only possible alternatives on which they were to be allowed to express 
a preference. 

'rhe number of respondents who did not answer this question ( 410 
people out of a total of 2,117 replies) was more than twice as high as the 
number who failed to answer any other question. Another 418 people 
expressed their inability to choose between the two options, - 828 in 
all. We understand from the Electoral Reform Society that 363 people 
wrote comments on this question, including 140 who wrote on the 
questionnaire that they would prefer the Estates Governors to 
continue to operate the planning powers of the Scheme. 

We do not feel that a 40 per cent response represents majority support 
in favour of a Dulwich Trust. Question 7 expressed the proposal only 
as an alternative to winding up the planning powers of the Scheme, 
an option which only 439 people preferred. (This is consistent with the 
314 people who, in answering Question 3, did not feel that the planning 
powers of the Scheme should be retained. 

Question 8 The response to 8(a) is consistent with the number of 
people who expressed themselves in favour of a Dulwich Trust in their 
answer to Question 7. About 38 per cent of those who returned 
questionnaires (including those who did not answer this question) 
said that they would be prepared to support a Dulwich Trust by 
becoming members. 

As might be expected, a much smaller proportion (about 10 per cent) 
said that they would wish to become active committee members. 

By the time that you read these lines the die will in all probability 
have been cast. We are writing to the Estates Governors with 
proposals which we hope will lead to a meeting with their Ad Hoc 
Committee on January 27th. We will reiterate our original wish for 
them to continue as Managers but indicate our terms for discussion on 
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the possibility of a Residents' Dulwich Trust should the Governors 
prove immovable on our preferred option. Many matters are of course 
contingent on what transpires in the next few months. I do most 
sincerely hope that the image of Dulwich will emerge strengthened 
and sustained by our activities. 

RELATIONS WITH THE D.R.A. 

These matters have had to take a back seat in the Society's affairs in 
view of the seriousness and importance of the Scheme of 
Management business which has occupied officers continually during 
the winter season (we even had a meeting on New Years Eve!). 

I have spoken to the Executive Committee of the D.R.A. and was 
warmly received. There are of course matters, the resolution of which 
is essential if we are to proceed to a result agreed by all, and these are 
to be addressed by a small committee of 4 (2 from both Societies) who 
will give a long hard look at the problems. I will be reporting in due 
course via subsequent Newsletters. 

Pet Food & Litter 
elivered to your 

FREE 
Local 

Delivery 
Woof ... 

Our personal service is not confined 
to an extensive range of cat and dog 

foods. We cater too for birds, guinea pigs, 
chinchillas and rabbits. Your pet's special needs 

can always be met. Additionally our delivery service includes a range of wines, spirits, 
bottled water and other household items. 

* Remember there is no charge for local delivery 
* Remember all our prices are competitive 
* Remember to tell your friends about our service 

Phone: 081-764 3787 Anytime 

POLL OF RESIDENTS: SUMMARY OF THE ELECTORAL REFORM SOCIETY'S REPORT 

overall response: 18, 3 i (2,117 of 11,604 questionnaires sent out), 

From enfranchised freeholders (owners\: 37 % (1,095 of 2 1 950 households), 

Number of forms returned, by area: owners Leaseholders Total 
per cent 

Area 1 (Herne Hill, North and East Dulwich) 189 53 13. l\ 
(Pymera Head and Walkerecroft estate) 144 25 24, 4% 
(Croxted and South Croxted Road) 82 17 10, 4% 
(Central Dulwich, College Road) 848 159 21.0% 
(Sydenham Hill, Lordship Lane) 92 22 22 .o, 
(Dulwich Wood Park, Farquhar Road) 166 110 17. 4i 

1,521 386 18, 3\ 

Res:i;:,onse to each gueetion (percentage of those who replied, by area) 

Area Total 

Question .1. Have the planning powers been of benefit? 73,3 \ of replies considered 
that they had. Percentages do not_includ~ 19 people (0.9 i of 1 .. Ll.lli 
who did not answer this question, 

Owners:_ 
Great benefit 16.2 47 .6 18, 5 37. 9 28. 3 23. 5 33 .o 
Some benefit 26. S 39 ,9 48.1 44, 9 35. 9 35. 2 40.8 

52, 7 87. 5 66. 6, 82 .s 64, 2 58. 7 73,8 
Leaseholders 
Great benefit 21. 2 54 .2 23. 5 29 .9 9.1 28. 4 28. 3 
Some benefit 53. 8 37. 5 47 .1 47 ,8 77 .J 30.3 44. 6 

75, 0 91. 7 70. 6 77. 7 86. 4 58. 7 72, 9 

Question 3 Should planning powers be retained in some form? 74 % of replies 
believed that they ehou ld, Percentages do not include 21 peoQle 
~2~- did not answer this question. 

Owners: 
Yes ( strongly) 25, 5 63.9 30. 9 57, 6 41.B 32, 5 49. 2 
Yes (moderately) 19. 7 22.9 34. 6 25.1 19. 8 28.1 24. 7 

44. 5 86.8 65. 5 82. 7 61. 6 60. 6 73. 9 

Leaseholders: 
Yes (strongly) 26.9 54.2 23. 5 44, 6 31. B 39. 8 39, 7 
Yes (moderately) 48.1 33.3 64. 7 32. 5 68. 2 27. 8 36. 8 

75.0 87. 5 BB, 2 87 .1 100. 0 67, 6 76. 5 

Question 4 Do you wish your area to be excluded from the Scheme? 71. 3 ' of 
replies did not want this. Percentages do not include 31 people 
{ 1. 5 ' of 2,117} who did not answer this g:yestion. 

Yee Owners 62 .o 11.2 29. 3 12, 4 38,0 32, 5 23.0 
Leaseholders 5. 9 8.3 0.0 14 .o 4, 5 12 .1 10.8 

Overall 49 .1 10, 4 23. 2 12, 3 31. 7 23. 5 20.3 

ll..Q Owners 30, 4 82.5 67, l 83 .1 54 ,J 60. 6 71. 6 
Leaseholders 66. 7 79.2 82, 4 71. 3 86.4 6~. 4 71. 2 

Overall 39. 4 81.4 67, 9 81.0 61.0 64. 8 71.3 



question 5 Should the Scheme be continued at its present level or more actively? 
49 per cen~ said "at present level"; 31.3 per cent said "more actively", 
Percentages do not include 176 /8,3 \) who did not 

Al 1 replies 
Present level 
Hore actively 

57 .o 
22. 9 

53 .9 
40.0 

42, 4 
35. 4 

51. 8 
39.1 

59 .4 
17, 9 

58, 7 
26.4 

53. 5 
34 ,2 

Question 6 Would you accept terms negotiated by the JRC? 
70.9 \ would, 17,7 \ would not, 11.4 \ were undecided, 
Percentages do not include 43 / 2, 0\) who did not answer. 

owners 51, 9 
Leaseholders 64, 2 

Overall 54. 7 

79, 7 
91. 3 

80, 8 

70, 4 
70. 6 

66. 7 

79 .o 
75 .o 

77, 7 

62, 2 
63, 2 

61.9 

71.1 
70.6 

70,4 

73, 4 
72 .4 

72.4 

Question 7 Would you prefer a Dulwich Trust or winding up the planning powers of 

the Scheme? 

828 people (39,l \) abstained from anawering this question. 
Including these, 850 (40,2 \) favoured the first option offered, and 
439 (20. 7 \) the second one, 
1.hg_following percentages do not include those who abstained. 

Dulwich Trust 
Owners 34 .1 61. 7 43, 5 54, 3 42. 6 39. 7 49. 8 

Leaseholders 29, 2 65. 2 41. 7 57, 5 71. 4 46. 2 so. 5 

overall 33. 5 62, 5 40. 2 54 ,6 48. 4 42 .9 49, 8 

Wind up the Qlanning powers 
owners 51.9 15, 7 29,0 25.1 30. 9 34. 6 28, 8 

Leaseholders 18.8 8. 7 11.8 23, 9 o. 0 18. 7 19 .o 

Overall 40. 8 13 ,2 23. 9 24 .o 25, 3 27 .1 25, 7 

QQsl.S!..t .... i....o..n..J1 Would you wish to become (a) a member ot: (b) an active committee or 
governing body member? 

/a) 

(bl 

121 people (5,7%) did not answer (a) and 177 (8,J\) did not answer (b). 
Percentages do not include those who abstained. 

Potential members 
owners 25.0 47 .1 37 .o 49, 7 28.2 36.1 42 .9 

Leaseholders 25. 5 37, 5 23, 5 43.0 25.0 31. 4 35.1 

Overall 23 .1 45. 5 31.1 47, 8 29, 8 33.7 40.3 

Potential committee or governing bodi members 

Owners 6. 8 8.1 10.0 15. 9 7 .1 6. 7 12, 1 

Leaseholders 7.7 12. 5 5. 9 11. 9 o. 0 13 .o 10. 7 

Overall 5.9 9.1 8.1 14 .6 5. 4 8. 5 11. 2 

SHOPS IN THE VILLA.GE 

In order to voice our escalating concern about the plight of the shops 
in the village, I along with the other Amenity Societies, have written 
to the E.Gs asking for a meeting with the Chairman and the E.Gs 
agent. I enclose a copy of this letter. 

Dear Mr Howe 

The Village Shops 

I am writing to you on behalf of the three Dulwich Societies and the 
Dulwich Village Business Association together with numerous private 
individuals to request a meeting with yourself and you agent in order 
to discuss the present and continuing state of shops in the village. 

The concern we feel about the future of the village centres on the 
appropriateness of the policies being pursued on your behalf by your 
agent and we should like the opportunity to discuss these matters 
with you. We should be happy to table a memorandum for participants 
in good time before the meeting should you so wish. 

Yours sincerely 

For and on behalf of the above mentioned organisations 

Reg Collins 

Chairman, Dulwich Society 

We shall be in active consultation with various shop owners and 
others who have written to me, all of which have expressed similar 
misgivings about the future of the Village sans Butchers sans 
Ironmongers sans Travel Agency sans Green Onions and, possibly, sans 
other shops too. 

Wishing all members a Happy and calm New Year! 

Reg Collins 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
costs only 20p per word 
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An Addendum 

From a secret Safe House (Tht- +ld C+ll+g+)* 
a dim Mafia dominates Dulwich. 
It operates slyly 
though shyly .... It's wily! 
Yes - and how! So it shuns public lmowledge. 

But it's also God's Gift - and a Charity -
so no subject for vulgar hilarity. 
If its own Beneficiaries 
are not warmest well-wishers ... 
is (in all Charity) that such a rarity? 

Its Godfathers are called Estates Governors -
who look down, from somewhere up above, on us 
while they seek for Joe Soap 
in the desperate hope 
their non-lucrative functions to shove on us ... 

Shove on us! ... "Dulwich Trust" they would name us; 
their pet reptile, all crawling and squamous ... 
They'd indulgently set us wriggling over their debtors! 
For good works they'd then hope to be famous. 

For God's Gift must be good - Dei Donum! 
But cui bona? For whom is it bonum? 
Since the Mafia supposes 
that God gave us our noses 
to pay through ... they may still let us own 'em1 

Anon 

* Censored as strictly Confidential 

FIVE YEAR DUIWICH DRAMA 

Your article in the Autumn/Winter Newsletter about 
the party to celebrate the completion of the extension 
to 4 Acacia Grove opens dramatically and I was 
delighted to read the description of the "elegant little 
house". It is an elegant house, indeed an elegant row of 
houses, unique in an area which has suffered from less elegant later 
development. Once lost, such elegance is impossible to replace - and 
that is exactly why the Estates Governors who are responsible for 
considering planning applications take their duties very seriously, 
and do not lightly permit precedents which could destroy the balance 
and integrity of good urban architecture remaining in Dulwich. This 
is a policy which all the Amenity Societies actively support, and it was 
this policy and no other motive which caused the partial rejection of 
the application. 

However, contrary to popular belief, the Estates Governors are also 
human! The very special needs of the family in Acacia Grove were 
recognised and taken into account. Normally any special personal 
circumstances of an application remain confidential. In this case, the 
Governors have kept silent for a very long time and accepted 
unwelcome and unjustified abuse in the interests of what we see as 
propriety. The family made a point of courting publicity to fan 
emotive public support for their application - that was a tactic which 
they chose very deliberately. But now that the extension is complete it 
was totally unnecessary to continue to publicise inaccurate and 
subjective views on the case, and I feel justified in correcting just one 
or two of the misconceptions which they have encouraged and with 
which your reporter has been misled. 

Far from conducting "a distressing and increasingly personal 
vendetta against the Jedrosz family", the Chairman of the responsible 
committee, (it happened to be myself), visited the family in their 
home at his request and spent a Sunday evening discussing the 
problems with them in a mutually friendly manner. 'l'his has been, 
from the Governors' side, the only "personal" element in a debate 
which has generally been conducted through their chosen architect. 

The essential part of the proposal - the facilities required for the 
handicapped child - was accepted at first application. The part of the 
plan which was initially rejected related to additional accommodation 
for the other members of the household. 

'l'o introduce comments regarding the marital status of the owners 
into your article was regrettable and at variance with your normal 
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editorial standards. The statements were also untrue, 
and the couple's "seething fury" would have been better 
expended in providing consistent information to the 
Estate Office prior to the first application. 

These residents knew, following the refusal of part of 
their application, that there is a well established 

procedure for appeal which they could have used. Unfortunately they 
chose a much longer and more public route akin to trial by media, 
which must have caused them as much pain as it gave to the Estates 
Governors, and certainly wasted a lot of time. If the eventual outcome 
is a happy one for them, let us be thankful for that. Before the ashes of 
the conflagration are stirred again please do consult your own officers 
who have known all along the true facts of this alleged "drama". 

J.M.B. Gotch 

Deputy Chairman, Estates Governors, The Old College, 
Dulwich, SE21 7AE. 

TOLLGATE DEFENCE 

I am writing to defend the new 50p toll at the Tollgate - at present 
suspended. Many Dulwich residents do not know that College Road 
from Kingswood Drive to Hunt Slip Road is a private road, the cost of 
its maintenance being paid partly by the Estates Governors and 
partly by the residents of that stretch of the road and the small 
estates on either side. The bulk of the traffic using the road are 
commuters who do not live on or adjacent to College Road. It is 
reasonable therefore that they should contribute to the cost of 
maintenance. 

A solution would be for the road to be taken over by the Local 
Authority but this is unlikely unless considerable work, including 
proper drainage, is carried out. This would inevitably mean 
substantial payments having to be made by the local residents who 
would suffer from an increased flow of traffic. 

Harold Welch, 17 'l'ollgatc Drive, SE21 7LS. 

LEASEHOLD REFORM 

I am sure that many of our Members who live in flats as 
leaseholders are pleased to learn that the reform of 
leasehold tenure is now is sight, but they may not be 
aware that our MP, Gerry Bowden, is co-sponsor (with 
Dudley Fishburn, MP) in introducing the Bill on 
Commonhold; nor may they know that there is a useful leaflet 
entitled Enfranchisement of Long Leasehold Flats which sets out the 
Government's proposals on eligibility, procedure and basis of 
valuation for enfranchisement. 

Although I purchased my house as a Leasehold property in 1979, I was 
fortunate to be offered the opportunity of purchasing my so-called 
freehold a few months later, but I am, alas, not a "freeholder" (the word 
is not to be found in the Scheme of Management,) but merely an 
"enfranchised owner". It is ironic that, for those of us who live on the 
Estates Governors' post-war developments, leaseholders have many 
rights under the recent Landlord and Tenant Acts which are denied to 
enfranchised owners. This is an anomaly which must be corrected 
when amendments to the 1974 Scheme of Management are being 
negotiated by the Joint Residents' Committee with the Estates 
Governors. 

If you would like to have a copy of the DoE leaflet, please write tot he 
Information Directorate, Department of the Environment, 2 
Marsham Street, London, SWlP 3EB (Tel: 071-276 3000) or send me a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope no smaller than 81/2 in. x 41/2 in. 

John Aldwinclde, 76 Farquhar Road, SE19 lLT. 

WELCOME DIVERSION 

At last the three year threat by British Rail to run its Channel Tunnel 
Rail Link through our part of south east London has been dispelled by 
the decision of Malcolm Rifkind, the Transport Secretary to choose 
the eastern route designed by civil engineers Ove Arup. 

British Raifs proposal to run it through Dulwich with a sub-surface 
junction at Warwick Gardens was clearly wrong. Wrong for three 
main reasons - operationally wrong, commercially wrong, and 
environmentally wrong. This was clearly seen by those who took an 
objective view of the competing proposals. 

In campaigning against British RaiYs threat we were sustained by the 
belief that the cause was right. It was one of those rare and reassuring 
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issues, where people of all parties were in agreement. it 
was a 'politicaf issue but not a 'party political issue'. It 
was seen to be supported by the local communities, and 
community groups such as the East Dulwich Society 
which played a crucial part in ensuring that the right 
decision was achieved in the end. 

There are still some enduring problems, a continuing property blight 
in some areas and a reluctance by British Rail to take seriously freight 
traffic, thereby taking freight vehicles off the road and putting them 
on rail. But I know we will persuade them do that in due course. 

~ should like to thank the East Dulwich Society, its members and, 
mdeed all who have written to me about the matter. These have 
provided the ammunition which was crucial in winning this battle. 

Gerald Bowden, MP. Member of Parliament for Dulwich. 

HELP NEEDED 

In 1994 Dulwich - Sydenham Hill Golf Club celebrates its Centenary 
and will be producing a book on the club's history. 

If any members are able to assist with the loan of any memorabilia, 
such as photographs, correspondence, trophies and so on, or just any 
interesting stories or reminiscences, perhaps they could contact me on 
081-693 9851. All correspondence or information would be greatly 
appreciated. 

Alan Poole, 7 Dovedale Road, East Dulwich, SE22 ONF. 

MOREOTDOGS 

STOP FOOD GIANTS DESTROYING OPEN GREEN SPACES is the 
title of a booklet I have written detailing the history of our campaign 
against Sainsbury's at Dog Kennel Hill. I have written it in the form of 
an Action Guide in order to assist other people around Britain who arc 
trying to prevent Sainsbury's and other food giants from destroying 
sports grounds and other open green spaces. 

Important lessons were learnt during our energetic campaign which 
will help to save open green spaces in different parts of the country. 
We now have to raise £350 urgently to pay the printer's bill so we shall 

be very grateful for any donations 
readers are able to make. 
OTDOGS continues to monitor what 
is happening at Dog Kennel Hill. 
Sainsbury's has been challenged to 
produce a solution to the expected 
problem of trolleys causing road 
accidents and Southwark Council has 
been asked how cars will be 
prevented from going to the 
superstore through the East Dulwich 
Estate. 

John D. Beasley, Press Officer, 
OTDOGS (OPPOSITION TO 

DESTRUCTION OF OPEN GREEN 
SPACE) Telephone 081-693-9412. 

DULWICH HAND BELL RINGERS 

Some residents may be wondering why we did not come round 
collecting for the Greater London Fund for the Blind at Christmas. 
This is the first time for 45 years that we have not been able to collect. 
Unfortunately we have not enough good ringers to be able to raise a 
team. 

I now have eight school teams but none of them are of a high enough 
standard to be able to perform in public as yet. We need a team of at 
least five committed ringers aged between 9 and 99 to be able to get a 
good team together again; preferably people who can read music and 
understand time and counting. So if there is anyone out there who 
would like to join our ranks ready for next Christmas or any other 
engagement that may come along please contact me. We need to start 
rehearsing immediately. 

Alan Gildersleve, Elmcroft, 2a Dovercourt Road, SE22 SST. Phone 
081-693 4134. 

GEESEvDOGS 

I must tell Brian Green that I find the mess made by the Canada geese at 
Dulwich Park, Sunray Gardens and Belair (Newsletter 93) far less 
sickening than that made by dogs at these parks. I no longer take my two 
small boys to play there, the grass is too foul. I have never seen park staff 
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cautioning owners whose unleashed dogs are outside their 
designated area, nor attempting to persuade owners to 
clean up after them. 
Outside this borough are parks with special bins for 
depositing your dog's mess; perhaps the provision of 
these in our local parks might encourage Dulwich dog 
owners to be less anti-social. 

Lucy Aldwinckle, 107 Woodwarde Road, SE22 BUP. 

AVE ATQUE VALE! 

Although he had provided very early morning entertainment with his 
tree climbing exploits and exploration of the neglected and jungle 
like mysteries of the adjacent garden, we had not been introduced 
formally to the young and pretty marmalade cat who came to greet us 
on our return from a late Sunday evening walk. 

A small face peered around a gate and with some reluctance, he 
approached, retreated and then returned. My wife, who is a cat lover, 
was certain to delight in his acquaintance. Thus, I called her over and 
there was as I expected a warm feline response to her friendly 
approach. Perhaps startled by headlights, he, the foolish adolescent, 
darted across the road and his reputed nine lives were excruciatingly 
extinguished under the wheels of an Army style 'jeep'. Not 
immediately you understand, for I was to witness in horror the final 
convulsive twitching of his rear legs. In seconds this lively, inquisitive 
bounding young life was no more - just a flattened mass of fur and 
tissue. One could say, "only a young cat", it might well have been other 
endangered species, pedestrians or cyclists for example. 

We learn with unbounded relief that, as a matter of urgency road 
humps are to be installed in this very road which perhaps, only 
perhaps, will slow down and impede the unceasing flow of lorries, 
troop-carriers, school run cars, fun cars and return some peace and 
safety to what is essentially a domestic road. 

Alas, it is impossible to uninvent the motor car, but it may serve as a 
remind that legs as a means of transport have been with us for a very 
long time. If this is so, the loss of a new friend and the brevity of our 
friendship will not have been in vain. 

Arthur W. Dodd, Bl Turney Road, SE21 7JB. 

Around Dulwich this Season - Priscilla Waugh 

198 Gallery: 198 Railton Road, SE24. Phone 081-978 8309. Ring for times. 
18th March to 30th April: "Blood Ties" - a mixed media exhibition by 
Geraldine Walsh and Jeni McKenzie. 

Affordable Art: at The Old Library, Dulwich College. Exhibition in aid 
of the Abbeyfield Dulwich Society. 7th & 8th March, 10.30am to 5pm. 
Private View 6th March with champagne and hat Parade!! Tickets £6. 
Phone 071-737 7747. 

Artemidorus: 27B Half Moon Lane, SE24. Phone 071-737 7747. Half 
Moon Printmakers to end of March. Hours: Tues - Fri: 10.30 - 7pm. Sat 
10.30-6pm. 

Austen Pinkerton Private Gallery: 20 North Cross Road, SE22. Phone 
081-693 6210. Interesting private gallery showing paintings, drawings, 
sculpture by Austen Pinkerton himself. Most works for sale. Open Sats 
10.30am to 1pm and by appointment. 

Dulwich Picture Gallery: College Road, SE21. Phone 081-693 5254. 
Palaces of Art finishes 1st March. Next major exhibition will be the 
exchange of works with the Royal Castle, Warsaw, opening 13th May. 
Meanwhile, pop along and say goodbye to Rembrandt's Titus before he 
leaves for Poland! 

Galerie Dagmar: 14 Upland Road, SE22. Phone 
081-693 2708. from 10th March: recent Abstract 
Paintings by Graham Mileson. Ring for hours. 

Herne Hill Pottery: 297 Railton Road. (Just by 
Herne Hill Station) Interesting little retail outlet 
for a number of potters, painters, textile artists, 
jewellers, etc. Hours: Mon, Tues: 10.30 - 6.30, Wed: 
10.30 -1.30 and 4 - 6, Sat: 10 - 6. 

The Other Dulwich Picture Gallery: 63 Beauval 
Road, SE22. Phone 081-693 4361. 7th to 20th March: 
Watercolour paintings (landscapes, nudes,) by John 
Bastin. Ceramics by Roland Austin.Hours: 2pm -
6pm Daily or by appointment. 

Watercolour by John Bastin 
The Other Dulwich Picture Gallery. 



' 
Sunday March 8, April 12, May 17 -10am 
Woodland Workdays at Sydenham Hill Wood 
Meet at the tool shed by the tunnel mouth. 

Thursday March 12- 7.45pm 
St Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village 
Paris, an Architectural History, by Rosemary Baird. (DDFAS) 

Friday March 13 - Sunday March 15 
Blackheath Concert Halls 
Scenes from Schumann: A weekend of Recitals and Masterclasses 
directed by Roger Vignoles. 

Thursday March 19 - 8pm 
Christ's Chapel, Dulwich 
Favourite Solos and Choruses from Opera and Oratorio 
(Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery) 

Saturday March 21- 11.30am 
Dulwich Picture Gallery 
Schubert, Strauss, 20th Century English songs. 

Thursday April 9- 7.45pm 
St. Barnabas Hall, Duwich Village 
Sp ode. a Mirror of Social Customs, by Robert Copeland. (DDFAS) 

Saturday April 11- lOam 
Woodland Photography- - a beginners' course 
Meet at the tool shed by the tunnel mouth, Sydenham Hill Wood. 

Saturday April 11- 2.30pm 
West Norwood Cemetery, Main Gate 
Who Killed Charlie Bravo? by Nicholas Reed 
(Friends of West Norwood Cemetery) 

Saturday April 25 - 04.30 (YES Morning!) 
Dawn Chorus at Sydenham Hill Wood 
Meet at Crescent Wood Road entrance. 

Saturday April 25 - 11.30am 
Christ's Chapel, Dulwich 
The Dulwich Ensemble 

Sunday April 26 - 3.30pm 
St. John's Church, Goose Green 
Peckham Society AGM, followed by The History of Trams in South
East London, by Ted Oakley 

Thursday May 7 - 8pm 
St. Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village 
Zoos Past and Present, by Ruth Day (Wildlife) 

Thursday May 14 - 7 .45pm 
St. Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village 
Magritte and Surrealism, by Jennifer Morgan. (DDFAS) 

Sunday May 17 (to be confirmed) - Ham 
Wildflower Walk at Sydenham Hill Wood 
Meet at the Crescent Wood Road entrance. 

Saturday May 23 
Early morning woodland walk for birds. (wildlife) 

Saturday May 23 -10.30am 
Vauxhall St. Peter's Heritage Centre and Lambeth Local History 
Forum Heritage Centre - entrance in Tyers Road off Kennington Road. 
Local History Book Fair- See News 

Saturday May 30-11.30am 
Christ's Chapel, Dulwich 
Recital by Linda Laderach and Larry Schipull. (Friends of Dulwich 
Picture Gallery) 



Saturday May 30 - 2.30pm 
Chatsworth Baptist Church 
William Chowes & Son: England's Biggest Printers, by Graham 
Gibberd. (Friends of Peckham Cemetery) 

Monday June 1-10.30am - 4.30pm 
Dulwich Picture Gall;ery 
Polish Symposium 

Thursday June 11- 7 .45pm 
St. Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village 
Collector's Clocks and Watches, by Michael Baker (DDFAS) 

Wednesday June 17 - 8pm 
Dulwich Picture Gallery 
Recital by Ewa Poblocka. (Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery) 

Thursday July 9 - 7.45pm 
St. Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village 
The Court of the Dukes of Burgundy, by Edward Saunders. (DDFAS) 

The Lambethans' Society invites members of The Dulwich Society to 
its weekly Thursday meetings. Telephone 081-7611059 or 081-6714056. 

A Watercolour by John Bastin 
The Other Dulwich Picture Gallery 




